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A Different Type
of Introduction

I'm a therapist and author now, but way before
that I was a super anxious child and teen.

My parents were like yours--they wanted to help!

I'm sharing these CBT skills now because I wish
we'd had them when I was a kid. 13-year-old Katie in the year 2000



Ethan
12 years old
Homeschooled during Covid
Worries about panic attacks,
school stress, being away from
home
Long talks on Sundays, weeknights,
and at drop-off



Olivia
15 years old
Worries about getting sick,
throwing up
Needs reassurance from Mom
Texts all day, during school, and
late at night
 Mom is tired!



Kai
13 years old
Concerned about being liked
Assumes the worst from friends
(being judged, said something
awkward)
Just saw on Instagram that
friends are hanging out and he
wasn't invited



Sound Familiar?
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What Do These
Kids Have in
Common?

Above & beyond "normal" worries, more
frequent and intense

Worries are growing over time, not
"just a phase"

Parents are doing "good" stuff: talking
things out, being available to listen,
being patient, offering lots of
reassurance and logic

Sometimes it feels like all the talking is
making the anxiety worse instead of
better



Carousel or Whack-a-Mole    

Around and Around Something's Always Popping Up
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What We'll Learn
3 strategies that help kids notice, manage, and

change unhelpful thinking patterns.

CBT Skills
Techniques derived from
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

01

Boost Self-Efficacy
Over time, kids can use these
skills alone  and feel more in
control of worries

02

Parent-Child Approaches
Tools you can use alongside your
child to show support without
accidentally fueling anxiety

03

Mindset Shift
We don't always have to do
what anxiety tells us!

04



Worry Breaks
A tool to help people with "carousel" or "runaway train" worries: once they start

thinking, they can't stop.

Especially good for the
Ethans of the world
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Rumination:
Dwelling on a problem, negative feeling, or worry
Thinking "loops" rather than reaching a conclusion
Excessive, hard to control
Might feel helpful, but it really isn't helping
"My mind is racing," "I can't stop thinking about it"
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How to Practice
Worry Breaks

Pick a Time
Set aside 15-20 minutes of time each day to worry about
anything and everything.

Follow your child's lead: reflect, validate, come up with
a plan, simply lend a listening ear.

Kids who prefer to process alone can set a timer and
freewrite their worries.

Option to Journal

Your child can write their worry down and remember
there will be time to deal with it later.

Delay Worrying Outside of Breaks

Provide a Sounding Board



How Worry Breaks Help

Hard to just stop worrying
Instead, setting limits to avoid rumination
When you revisit worries after a delay, they may not seem as urgent
or like such a big deal anymore
Kids learn that worries are rarely urgent, and they don't need to
take them so seriously



Ethan's Example
Picked time after dinner and
homework to vent for 15 minutes
Mom sets timer, listens, empathizes,
offers advice if asked
Ethan keeps track of worries on his
Notes app for the next break
Mom and Ethan make a plan to make
drop-off quick to avoid ruminating



Limit Setting
A strategy for kids who deal with their anxiety through requests for reassurance

or "check ins" that seem excessive

Helpful for kids like Olivia
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Safety Behaviors:
Things we rely on to get quick relief from anxiety
Getting reassurance, double-checking, carrying a special
object, getting a hug, going to the nurse's office...
The relief is short-lived, and anxiety always comes back
Kids avoid, rather than face their fear
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How to Practice
Limit Setting

Plan to Cut Back the Behavior
Set a realistic goal to gradually reduce how often the
behavior happens. No reassurance after the limit.

Optional Token System
Younger kids can exchange tickets or coins for
reassurance to help them remember their limit.

Hold Up Your End of the Bargain

Reduce the Limit
Once the limit feels easy, slowly scale back until the
safety behavior is gone.

Look out for sneaky reassurances! You get to decide
what counts. 



How Limit Setting Helps

Helps kids gradually reduce their reliance on unhelpful behaviors
Empowers kids to face anxiety head-on, rather than avoiding it
Increases sense of self-efficacy: I can do this by myself
Kids learn that the best way to deal with fear is to face it, and that
they don't have to listen to what anxiety says



Special Note

Repeated worries or intrusive thoughts that seem unlike your child
Needing to say or do something in a certain way over and over again
Worries, behaviors, and rituals that take up lots of time and get in the
way of daily life

Safety behaviors can sometimes (not always) be a symptom of OCD. Keep
an eye out for:



Olivia's Example

Agreed on a limit of 5 texts per day
Mom would reassure up until the limit
"That sounds like a question I can't
answer!"
After a week, reduced to 3 texts, then
2, then 1



BLUE Thoughts & TRUE Thoughts
A process that helps kids develop insight and think more critically about their

worries, rather than accepting them at face value.

Good for all kids, but really
useful for worriers like Kai



BLUE Thoughts & TRUE Thoughts

www.practicewise.com
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Cognitive Distortions
Little biases or flaws in thinking that lead to anxiety
We all have them--not a sign that we're "crazy"
Influence people to interpret the same event different ways
Anxious people are more likely to anticipate danger or bad
outcomes



BLUE Thoughts & TRUE Thoughts

Step-by-step way to deconstruct worries
Identifies unhelpful thoughts and helps kids question them
Helps you come up wtih more realistic, helpful self-talk
Kids learn that just be cause they think something, it doesn't mean
it's true



Blaming Myself
Over-estimating your involvement in something, or calling
yourself a mean name

Looking at the Negative
Filtering out all the positive things that have happened,
and only focusing on what went wrong

Unhappy Guessing

Exaggerating
Blowing the problem way out of proportion. Can
sometimes include either/or thinking, too.

BLUE Thoughts

Acting as though you can predict the future or read
other people's minds (assuming the worst)
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Blaming Myself
"I lost the game and let my whole team
down." "I'm such a baby."

Looking at the Negative

Unhappy Guessing

Exaggerating
"

BLUE Thoughts B
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"Who cares about the rest of my solo: I
missed that one note and ruined it."

"What if I forget all my lines?" "I can tell
everyone is judging this outfit."

"An 80? If it's not an A I might as well
have failed."

Sometimes, just labeling the
thought brings relief.



Do I have any evidence
that this is true?

TRUE Thoughts
Ask questions like a detective

What would I tell a friend
who had this thought?

Can I think about this
from a different point of
view?

If it is true, would it really
be the end of the world?
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Kai's TRUE Thoughts
Ask questions like a detective

Evidence?

Perspective?

Friend?

End of the World?
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"I don't really know why I
wasn't invited. It's not like the
Instagram caption said 'We hate
Kai.' These people have always
been nice to me."

Kai's TRUE Thoughts
Ask questions like a detective

"I'd tell a friend that they're a
great person and a good friend,
and not to read too much into
this."

"Maybe there is more to the
story than I know, like their
parents set a limit on how many
people they could invite."

"If it turned out these people
don't like me I'd be sad and hurt.
But I'd survive. And I have other
friends who care about me."

Evidence?

Perspective?

Friend?

End of the World?



More helpful self-talk for Kai
"I don't really know why I wasn't invited, but these people have
always been nice. I have no proof that they don't like me. And

no matter what happens, I'll survive."

Final Thought

Not saying everything is okay
Positive but realistic
Accepts uncertainty
Focuses on ability to cope



Escape the Worry Cycle:
3 Coping Skills

Worry Breaks
Set aside a special time

for worrying, so it
doesn't take over your

whole day.

Empower your child to
cope with anxiety without

unhelpful safety
behaviors.

Catch unhelpful thoughts
as they happen, and stop
believing everything you

think.

Limit Setting BLUE/TRUE Thoughts



Thank You!
2 Ways to Keep Working on Coping Skills:

Online Course: Live Coaching:

On-demand anxiety help
Sections for kids and parents
CBT skills

 

 
Use code STUDYPRO for 10% off

Expanded, custom content
Small group format
Beta test new ideas

 

 
Put "Beta Group" in subject line

katielear.com/courses katie@katielear.com

Follow @katielearcounselor on Facebook and Instagram


